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Status of Heavy Ions:

 2

● HI programme: QCD at extreme conditions of T & ρ.
● Current status: matter created at RHIC and the LHC, with energy
densities > those expected in lattice QCD for deconfinement/χSBR,

1) Shows collective features
in the soft sector that are 
well described by relativistic 
hydrodynamics if applied very 
early (≾ 1 fm/c) after the 
collision, suggesting ≈ 
equilibration.

2) Is very opaque to
energetic partons/particles 
traversing it: strong 
modification of the yield of 
hard probes like high-pT 
particles, jets, quarkonia.
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Bulk	Observables:	p~<pt>,T	
~	99%	of	detected	par6cles	
	

	
•  collecCve	features	in	the	soD	sector		
•  well	described	by	relaCvisCc	

hydrodynamics	if	applied	very	early	
(≾	1	fm/c)	aDer	the	collision	

•  equilibraCon?	

Hard	Probes:	p	>>	<pt>,T	
~	1%	of	detected	par6cles	
	

	
•  very	opaque	to	energeCc	

partons	or	parCcles	traversing		
•  modificaCon	of	the	yield	of	

hard	probes	like	high-pT	
parCcles,	jets,	quarkonia	

Status	of	Heavy	Ions			

Current	status:	ma*er	created	in	AA	at	RHIC	and	LHC,	with	energy	densiCes	
																											larger	than	those	expected	in	laUce	QCD	for	deconfinement=>QGP	
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Hot	QCD	maEer:		
This	is	where	we	expect	
the	QGP	to	be	created	
in	central	collisions	

QCD	baseline:		
This	is	the	baseline		
for	“standard”	QCD	
phenomena	

Cold	QCD	maEer:		
This	is	to	isolate	
nuclear	effects	in	
absence	of	QGP,	e.g.	
nuclear	pdfs	

Old	paradigm:	the	three	systems	(understanding	before	2012)					
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New	paradigm:	small	systems	
Totally	unexpected:		

	the	discovery	of	correlaCons	–ridge,	flow-	in	small	systems	pA	&	pp	
•  Smooth	conCnuaCon	of	heavy	ion	phenomena	to	small	systems	and	low	density		
•  Small	systems	as	pA	and	pp	show	QGP-like	features	
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	the	discovery	of	correlaCons	–ridge,	flow-	in	small	systems	pA	&	pp	
•  Smooth	conCnuaCon	of	heavy	ion	phenomena	to	small	systems	and	low	density		
•  Small	systems	as	pA	and	pp	show	QGP-like	features	
	
Two	serious	contenders	remain	today:		

•  iniCal	state:	quantum	correlaCons	as	calculated	by	CGC		
•  final	state:	interacCons	leading	to	collecCve	flow	described	with	

hydrodynamics	=>	equilibraCon?	
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The	old	paradigm	that		
•  we	study	hot	&	dense	ma*er	properCes	in	heavy	ion	AA	collisions	
•  cold	nuclear	ma*er	modificaCons	in	pA	
•  and	we	use	pp	primarily	as	comparison	data 		appears	no	longer	sensible	
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•  we	study	hot	&	dense	ma*er	properCes	in	heavy	ion	AA	collisions	
•  cold	nuclear	ma*er	modificaCons	in	pA	
•  and	we	use	pp	primarily	as	comparison	data 		appears	no	longer	sensible	

	
We	should	examine	a	new	paradigm,	where	the	physics	underlying	soD	collecCve	
signals	can	be	the	same	in	all	high	energy	reacCons,	from	e+e−	to	central	AA	
	

It	becomes	fundamental	to	have	access	to	ep	&	eA	collisions		
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We	do	not	have	a		QUANTITATIVE	
understanding	of	the	nuclear	behaviour	

What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		
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The	colliding	objects	
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What	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
required	for	A-A	and	
QGP	studies		

The	colliding	objects	

Dense	regime:	lack	of	
informaCon	about	
	

•  small-x	partons	
•  correlaCons	
•  transverse	structure	
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	ep	and	eA:		
•  nuclear	WF	&	PDFs			
•  mechanism	of	

parCcle	producCon	
•  tomography	
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The	colliding	objects:	nuclear	PDFs	in	heavy	ions	

assuming	collinear	factorizaCon	

•  Parton	densiCes	in	nuclei	are	modified	
						Bound	nucleon	≠	free	nucleon	
	

•  Nuclear	PDF	assumed	to	be	factorizable	
in	terms	of	the	nucleon	PDFs		

•  If	nuclear	effects	at	play 	 						≠	1	 			
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Lack	of	data:	
•  large	uncertainCes	for	the	nuclear	

PDFs	at	small	scales	and	x	
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Fig. 12: Rapidity dependence of the nuclear modificatin factor RpPb of prompt J/y production in pPb col-
lisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, where the uncertainty bands represent the nuclear PDF uncertainty only. The

comparison between our results and the measurements by LHCb [21], ALICE [24, 22] and ATLAS [28] are
given.
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•  Problem	for	benchmarking	in	
HIC	in	order	to	extract	medium	
parameters	

J/ψ		
in	pPb@5	TeV		
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lisions at

p
sNN = 5.02 TeV, where the uncertainty bands represent the nuclear PDF uncertainty only. The

comparison between our results and the measurements by LHCb [21], ALICE [24, 22] and ATLAS [28] are
given.
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J/ψ		
in	pPb@5	TeV		

•  Problem	for	benchmarking	in	
HIC	in	order	to	extract	medium	
parameters	
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nPDFs		status	
Several	nPDF	sets	available	(using	various	data,	different	orders,	etc)	 		
Nestor	Armesto	

nPDFs: status
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● Large uncertainties for x<0.01 and for large x glue (parametrisation 
biases); small impact of LHC data (large-x glue).
● Few data for any single A e.g. Pb (15 DIS+30 pPb+νA): A-dependence of 
I.C. mandatory; flavour decomposition weakly constrained (~ isoscalarity).
● Impact parameter dependence modelled.

SET
EPS09

JHEP 0904 
(2009) 065

DSSZ
PRD85 (2012) 

074028

nCTEQ15
PRD93 (2016) 

085037

KA15
PRD93 (2016) 

014036

EPPS16
EPJC C77 
(2017)163 

nNNPDF1.0
1904.00018

eDIS ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

DY ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘

π0 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✘

νDIS ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘

pPb ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘

# data 929 1579 740 1479 1811 451

order NLO NLO NLO NNLO NLO NNLO

proton 
PDF CTEQ6.1 MSTW2008 ~CTEQ6.1 JR09 CT14NLO NNPDF3.1

mass 
scheme ZM-VFNS GM-VFNS GM-VFNS ZM-VFNS GM-VFNS FONLL-B

comments
Δχ2=50, 

ratios, huge 
shadowing-

antishadowing

Δχ2=30, ratios,  
medium-

modified FFs for 
π0

Δχ2=35, PDFs,  
valence flavour 
sep., not enough 

sensitivity

PDFs,  deuteron 
data included

Δχ2=52, 
flavour sep., 
ratios, LHC 

pPb data

NNPDF 
methodology, 
isoscalarity 
assumed

da
ta
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EPPS16

Ri/A(x, Q2) = fi/A(x, Q2)
Afi/p(x, Q2)

•  Without	addiConal	experimental	input,	we	are	rather	far	from	being	able	to	probe	
in	detail	the	nuclear	modicaCons	of	the	quark	and	gluon	PDFs 		

•  Large	uncertainCes	for	x<0.01	and	for	large	x	glue	
•  Small	impact	of	LHC	data	
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Figure 5.8. Comparison between the nNNPDF1.0, EPPS16 and nCTEQ15 fits at NLO for Q

2 = 10
GeV2. The quark combination ⌃ + 1

4T8 (left panels) and gluon (right panels) are normalized to the
central value of the corresponding A = 1 distribution, and are shown for 12C (top panels), 64Cu (middle
panels), and 208Pb (bottom panels) nuclei. The uncertainties (shaded bands) correspond to the 90% CL
ranges computed with the corresponding prescription for each fit.

physical consequences. For instance, it would appear that there is rather strong evidence for
quark shadowing down to x ' 10�4 for the nCTEQ15 result, while for nNNPDF1.0, the nuclear
modifications are consistent with zero within uncertainties for x ⇠< 10�2.

Concerning the nuclear modifications of the gluon PDF, here we can percieve large di↵erences
at the level of PDF errors, with nCTEQ15 exhibiting the smallest uncertainties and nNNPDF1.0
the largest. While nCTEQ15 indicates some evidence of small-x gluon shadowing, this evidence
is absent from both nNNPDF1.0 and EPPS16. Moreover, the three sets find some preference
for a mild enhancement of the gluon at large x, but the PDF uncertainties prevent making any
definite statement. Overall, the various analyses agree well within the large uncertainties for
x ⇠> 0.3.

While it is beyond the scope of this paper to pin down the origin of the di↵erences between
the three nPDF analyses, one known reason is the choice of nPDF parameterization together
with the method of imposing the A ! 1 boundary condition. Recall that in nNNPDF1.0 we
adopt a model-independent parameterization based on neural networks, Eq. (3.2), with the
boundary condition imposed at the optimization level in Eq. (3.9). In the EPPS16 analysis, the
bound nucleus PDFs are instead defined relative to a free nucleon baseline (CT14) as

f

(N/A)
i

(x,Q2
, A) = R

A

i

(x,Q2) f (N)
i

(x,Q2) , (5.5)
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At	an	ep/eA	collider:	
•  DIS	theoreCcally	much	cleaner	
•  PDF	of	a	single	nucleus	possible,	no	need	of	raCos	as	for	pA	
•  Same	method	of	extracCon	in	both	ep	and	eA	

	

nPDFs:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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Figure 2.1. Kinematical coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the DIS neutral-current nuclear structure
function data included in nNNPDF1.0, as summarized in Table 2.1. The horizontal dashed and curved
dashed lines correspond to Q

2 = 3.5 GeV2 and W

2 = 12.5 GeV2, respectively, which are the kinematic
cuts imposed in this analysis.

nNNPDF1.0 nCTEQ15 EPPS16

W

2
min 12.5 GeV2 12.25 GeV2 n/a

Q

2
min 3.5 GeV2 4 GeV2 1.69 GeV2

Table 2.2. The kinematics cuts in W

2 and Q

2 imposed in the nNNPDF1.0 analysis compared to those
used in the nCTEQ15 and EPPS16 fits.

After imposing the kinematical cuts in Eq. (2.8), we end up with Ndat = 451 data points.
As indicated in Table 2.1, around half of these points correspond to ratios of heavy nuclei with
respect to to deuterium, namely R

F2(A1, A2 = 2) in the notation of Eq. (2.5). For the rest of
the data points, the values of A1 and A2 both correspond to heavier nuclei, with A2 � 6. It is
worth noting that the measurements from the NMC collaboration contain a significant amount
of points for which the carbon structure function is in the denominator, R

F2(A1, A2 = 12). In
particular, we have Ndat = 119 data points for the Q

2 dependence of the tin to carbon ratio,
R

F2(119, 12). These measurements provide valuable constraints on the A dependence of the
nuclear PDFs, since nuclear e↵ects enter both the numerator and denominator of Eq. (2.5).

Concerning the treatment of the experimental uncertainties, we account for all correlations
among data points whenever this information is provided by the corresponding experiments.
This information is then encoded into the experimental covariance matrix, constructed using

7
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Figure 6.1. Same as Fig. 2.1, but now including also the kinematic coverage of the EIC pseudo-data
used in this study and listed in Table 6.1. We indicate the coverage of the “high-energy” and “low-energy”
EIC scenarios, corresponding to electron energies Ee = 20 GeV and 5 GeV, respectively.

In this section, we quantify the constraints that future EIC measurements of inclusive nuclear
structure functions would impose on the nNNPDF1.0 nuclear PDFs. To achieve this, we generate
EIC pseudo-data following Ref. [13], where it was subsequently interpreted in the framework
of the EPPS16 analysis of nPDFs. The projections used here are constructed instead with the
central value of the nNNPDF1.0 NLO set for di↵erent scenarios of the lepton and nucleon beam
energies, which are then added to the input data of this analysis listed in Table 2.1 .

The simulated EIC pseudo-data from Ref. [13] is available for both carbon (A = 12 and
Z = 6) and gold (A = 197 and Z = 79) nuclei. We assume that the latter would be corrected
for non-isoscalarity e↵ects, and therefore treat gold as an isoscalar nucleus with A = 197 (see
also Sect. 2). The nuclear structure functions for carbon and gold nuclei are then normalized
by the deuteron structure functions following Eq. (2.5).

The di↵erent scenarios for the lepton and nucleon beam energies of the EIC pseudo-data
that are considered here are listed in Table 6.1. As in Ref. [13], we denote the “low energy”
EIC scenario the one that consists of measurements taken with electron beams with energy
E

e

= 5 GeV, whereas the “high energy” EIC scenario corresponds to measurements taken with
E

e

= 20 GeV electrons. We also indicate in Table 6.1 the atomic mass number A, the nucleus
(per nucleon) E

A

/A energy, the maximum and minimum values of Q2 and x of the pseudo-data,
respectively, and the number of pseudo-data points Ndat. Here we restrict ourselves again to the
inclusive structure functions and do not include EIC pseudo-data on charm structure functions.

In Fig. 6.1, we display the kinematic coverage of the EIC pseudo-data compared to the exist-
ing lepton-nucleus scattering measurements. Here we can see that the EIC would significantly
extend the sensitivity to nPDFs both in the small-x and in the large-Q2 regions. This is partic-
ularly marked for the higher energy scenario with E

e

= 20 GeV and E

A

/A = 100 GeV, where
the kinematic coverage at small x in the perturbative region Q ⇠> 1 GeV would be increased by
a factor 20.

In this exercise, we assume that the “true” central value of the EIC pseudo-data is the central
value of the nNNPDF1.0 NLO fit, which is then fluctuated according to the corresponding
experimental uncertainties. Given that we also use NLO QCD theory for the fits including EIC
data, by construction the resulting fits are expected to have �

2
EIC/Ndat ' 1. Concerning the

projected experimental uncertainties for the EIC pseudo-data, we assume the same total relative
uncertainty as in Ref. [114], which is taken to be uncorrelated among di↵erent bins. Moreover,
each of the scenarios listed in Table 6.1 are assumed to have a �L = 1.98% normalization
uncertainty, not included in the total uncertainty mentioned above. This normalization error is
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Impact	of	EIC	pseudodata	on	nPDFs	
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The	direct	observable	used	for	constraining	the	nPDF	is	the	red.	cross	secCon	σr		
expressed	in	terms	of	the	structure	funcCon	F2	and	FL	
•  Old	fixed-target	DIS	experiments:	σr	dominated	by	F2	
•  EIC	high	luminosity	and	wide	kinemaCc	reach	will	enable	the	direct	

extracCon	of	FL		=>	more	informaCon	on	the	behaviour	of	the	nuclear	gluons	
•  EIC	will	offer	possibiliCes	to	measure	the	charm	(bo*om)	structure	funcCon	

=>		complementary	informaCon	on	the	gluon	distribuCon	in	nuclei	

gluons	
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•  Pseudodata	
generated	with	
PYTHIA+EPS09		

•  UncertainCes	as	
achieved	at	HERA	

•  Pseudodata	
included	in	EPPS16	
global	fits	
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Impact	of	EIC	pseudodata	on	nPDFs	
EIC		eAu	pseudodata	included	in	EPPS16-like	global	fits:	
•  Impact	of	low	(5	GeV)	and	high	(20	GeV)	Ee,	and	of	charm	
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and the di↵erence �Ru�d,

�Ru�d ⌘ Ru �Rd, (11)

as

u

A = Ru+d

✓
Z

A

u

proton +
A� Z

A

d

proton

◆
+

�Ru�d

✓
2Z

A

� 1

◆
u

proton

1 + u

proton

/d

proton

.

(12)

For an isoscalar nucleus (like 12C), the last term in
Eq. (12) is zero and thus the cross sections are not sen-
sitive to the flavour separation. For non-isoscalar nuclei

(like 197Au) the last term in Eq. (12) is non-zero, but
merely a correction to the leading term proportional to

Ru+d. Indeed, at small x, u

proton ⇡ d

proton

, and the
term proportional to �Ru�d is suppressed by a factor
of (Z/A � 1/2) ⇡ �0.1 for 197Au in comparison to the
Ru+d term. As a consequence, the sensitivity to flavor
decomposition is always reduced in inclusive cross sec-
tions. A similar reasoning applies also in the case of
valence quarks and explains the poor flavor decomposi-
tion at large x despite the addition of high-precision EIC
pseudodata. To gain a better sensitivity to the flavor
decomposition, wisely chosen di↵erences of cross sections
or structure functions in neutral- and charged-current re-

Charm	has	a	
large	impact	for	
the	large	x	glue	

1708.05654	
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Impact	of	EIC	pseudodata	on	nPDFs	
EIC		eC	and	eAu	pseudodata	included	in	nNNPDF-like	global	fits:	
•  Impact	of	low	(5	GeV)	and	high	(20	GeV)	Ee	
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Figure 6.2. Comparison between the nNNPDF1.0 NLO fit (solid red line and shaded band) and the
fits where “low energy” (solid blue line and shaded band) and “high energy” (solid green line and shaded
band) EIC pseudo-data have been added. The the quark combination ⌃ + 1

4T8 (left panels) and gluon
(right panels) ratios with respect to the corresponding A = 1 distribution are shown at Q

2 = 10 GeV2

for 12C (top panels) and 197Au (bottom panels) nuclei.

7 Summary and outlook

In this work, we have presented a first determination of the parton distribution functions of
nucleons bound within nuclei using the NNPDF methodology. Using as experimental input all
available measurements on neutral-current deep-inelastic nuclear structure functions, we have
determined the nuclear gluon g, the quark singlet ⌃, and the quark octet T8 for a range of
atomic mass numbers from A = 2 to A = 208. We find an excellent overall agreement with the
fitted experimental data, with stable results with respect to the order of the perturbative QCD
calculations. While the quark distributions are reasonably well constrained for x ⇠> 10�2, the
nuclear gluon PDFs are a↵ected by large uncertainties, in particular for heavy nuclei.

From the methodological point of view, the main improvement with respect to previous
NNPDF fits has been the implementation of TensorFlow to perform stochastic gradient descent
with reverse-mode automatic di↵erentiation. The application of SGD for the �

2 minimization
has lead to a marked performance improvement as compared to the evolutionary-type algorithms
used so far in NNPDF. Two other related developments in this study have been the use of a
single neutral network to parameterize the nPDFs rather than multiple networks, and the fitting
of the preprocessing exponents rather than their determination from an iterative procedure.

As opposed to other nPDF analyses, the nNNPDF1.0 set is determined with the boundary
condition imposed at the minimization level so that the baseline proton PDFs (NNPDF3.1)
are reproduced both in terms of their central values and, more importantly, their uncertainties.
Moreover, we have applied this constraint in a fully consistent way, since the proton PDF baseline
has been determined using the same fitting methodology and theoretical settings. We have shown
that this A = 1 constraint results in a significant reduction of the nPDF uncertainties, especially
for low-A nuclei, and therefore represents a vital ingredient for any nPDF analysis.

By using nNNPDF1.0 as a baseline, we have also quantified the impact of future e+A
measurements from an Electron-Ion Collider by exploiting the projections generated in Ref. [13].
We have demonstrated that the EIC measurements of inclusive nuclear structure functions would

42



Small	x	and	non-linear	dynamics:	saturaCon	
SaturaCon	is	a	
density	effect:	

•  small	x	(high	energy)	
•  increase	A	or	centrality	
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Small	x	and	non-linear	dynamics:	saturaCon	

•  RadiaCon	as	x	decreases	➝	large	number	of	gluons		

SaturaCon	is	a	
density	effect:	

•  small	x	(high	energy)	
•  increase	A	or	centrality	
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•  At	small	x,	alternaCves	to	collinear	approaches	
exist,	breaking	collinear	factorisaCon	including	
non-linear	dynamics	

•  Determining	the	dynamics	at	small	x	has	been	a	
major	subject	at	HERA,	and	RHIC	and	the	LHC	
both	in	pp,	pA	and	AA	

•  Non-linear	resummaCon	techniques	(weak	
coupling	but	nonperturbaCve	CGC)	be*er	for	
dilute-dense	systems:	pA,	eA	

ep	and	eA	essenCal	



Trying	to	discriminate:	non-linear	effects	vs	linear	DGLAP	evoluCon		
	EIC	FAu2	and		FAuL	pseudodata	with	saturaCon	effects		based	on	rcBK	evoluCon:	
		

Figure 2: FAu
L pseudodata (normalized to the number of nucleons A = 197) obtained from the

rcBK saturation model, and the corresponding values computed in the collinear factorization

framework with the EPS09 and DSSZ nPDFs.

7

SaturaCon	modifies	evoluCon:	tension	between	the	descripCon	in	DGLAP	analyses	
if	enough	lever	arm	in	Q2	at	small	x	available	
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•  F2:	Pseudodata		for	x<10-3		lies	in	the	
upper	limit	of	the	nPDFs		

•  FL:		Big	differences,	gluon	density	not	
well	determined	1702.00839	



Trying	to	discriminate:	non-linear	effects	vs	linear	DGLAP	evoluCon		
	ReweighCng	nPDFS	with	EIC	rcBK	FAu2	and		FAuL	pseudodata:	
		

•  The	results	look	quite	different	from	the	original	distribuCons	
•  If		EIC	provide	data	compaCble	with	the	expected	theoreCcal	descripCon	from	

the	saturaCon	model,	a	successful	refiUng	of	the	nPDFs	may	not	be	achievable,	
unambiguously	signal	the	presence	of	non-linear	effects	
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ing process a↵ects the nPDFs in the following way:
— In the case of EPS09 (Fig. 4), the reweighting suppresses minimally the

central value of the valence at low x (left panel), slightly increasing the shadow-
ing in that region while the uncertainty is shifted up just a little bit. For the sea
distribution (central panel) the central value increases and the shadowing sup-
pression gets smaller, with the uncertainties shrinking dramatically. Finally the
gluon density (right panel) flattens and the strong shadowing/anti-shadowing
that characterizes this fit smoothes so much that leaves a curve almost compat-
ible with unity.

— In the case of DSSZ (Fig. 5), the reweighting returns a valence distri-
bution with stronger shadowing and anti-shadowing regions, a sea distribution
with an enhancement of the central value in the shadowing area and a deeper
EMC-e↵ect. The reweighted gluon distribution behaves the same way as the
reweighted sea, but the shadowing region for the gluon goes over unity, becom-
ing, in fact, anti-shadowing. All these distributions get narrower uncertainties
after the reweighting.

The curious behavior at low x produced by the pseudodata originates from
the ansatz in the initial parameterizations. In EPS09, the limit of R for x ! 0 is
a parameter, while for DSSZ there is no such constrain. Once obtained a fit, any
prediction outside the kinematical range probed comes from an extrapolation,
thus allowing for the puzzling and unrealistic curves at small x of Fig. 5 to
occur.

5. Summary

On the search for gluon saturation we have analysed the impact of future
nuclear structure function low-x data at the EIC. Our aim was to assess whether
or not the collinear factorization approach with nuclear PDFs will be able to
fit the data, if saturation sets in according to current expectations. As it is
customary for nuclear PDFs, in this study we used the structure function F

2

.

Figure 4: u valence quark (left), ū sea quark (center) and gluon (right) distributions for the

EPS09 PDF set before and after the reweighting.
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Figure 5: u valence quark (left), ū sea quark (center) and gluon (right) distributions for the

DSSZ PDF set before and after the reweighting.

In addition, we have also considered the longitudinal structure function FL, as
it is much more sensitive to the gluon density and thus potentially capable of
providing interesting information, although with hindsight we found it not to
be the case due to the large projected errors.

We generated saturated pseudodata for F

Au

2

and F

Au

L , with central values
obtained from the rcBK predictions and error bars estimated taking into ac-
count the design parameters the future detectors, and compared them with the
corresponding collinear factorization predictions. The latter, that rely on ex-
trapolations as most of the points lie outside the kinematical range explored in
the original fits, lead to smaller structure functions than what the saturation
model predicts at small x. This is particularly true for FL, as the extrapolation
for the nuclear gluon distributions at low x are very unreliable. The quantitative
impact of the pseudodata on the nPDFs was obtained by means of a Bayesian
reweighting technique. The results look quite di↵erent from the original distri-
butions, especially for sea quarks and gluons. This strong tension is confirmed
by the numbers in Table 1. The e↵ect is bigger in the case of DSSZ for which
the gluon parameterization lacks flexibility, but numerical estimators confirm
the existence of a non trifling tension also in the case of EPS09.

Our results suggest that, should the EIC provide data compatible with the
expected theoretical description from the saturation model studied (or a similar
one), a successful refitting of the nPDFs may not be achievable, which would
unambiguously signal the presence of non-linear e↵ects. However, in order to be
fully conclusive and determine whether or not genuine saturation e↵ects can be
unveiled from nuclear structure function measurements, performing a new global
nPDF fit will be necessary. At the moment we can not exclude the possibility of
a successful refitting of the nuclear PDFs because the nuclear gluon distribution
is currently essentially unconstrained at small-x. In that case, one would have
to resort to di↵ractive observables in order to pin down saturation e↵ects at the
EIC (see e.g. [38, 39, 40]).
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Trying	to	discriminate:	non-linear	effects	vs	linear	DGLAP	evoluCon		
	Diffrac6ve	physics	will	be	a	major	component	of	the	e+A	program	at	an	EIC		
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•  HERA	observed:	~14%	of	all	
events	are	diffracCve	

•  SaturaCon	models	predict	up	to	
σdiff/σtot	~	25%	in	eA	

•  RaCo	enhanced	for	small	MX	and	
suppressed	for	large	MX	

•  Standard	QCD	predicts	no	MX	
dependence	and	a	moderate	
suppression	due	to	shadowing.	

Day 1 Measurement: σdiffractive/σtotal

• HERA observed: ~14% of 
all events are diffractive 

• Saturation models (CGC) 
predict up to σdiff/σtot ~ 25% 
in eA  

• Ratio enhanced for small 
MX and suppressed for 
large MX 

• Standard QCD predicts no 
MX dependence and a 
moderate suppression due 
to shadowing.
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Unambiguous signature for 
reaching the saturation limit

DiffracCon	can	be	a	most	precise	probe	of	non-linear	dynamics	in	QCD	
•  High	sensiCvity	to	gluon	density:	σ~[g(x,Q2)]2	due	to	color-neutral	exchange	



Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-parCcle	long	range	correlaCon	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	a*ributed	to	final	state	interacCons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibraCon	
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The	ridge:	2-parCcle	long	range	correlaCon	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	a*ributed	to	final	state	interacCons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibraCon	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-parCcle	long	range	correlaCon	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	a*ributed	to	final	state	interacCons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibraCon	

Different	theoreCcal	models	of	the	ridge:	hydrodynamic	flows,	local	hot	spots,	iniCal-state	
fluctuaCons,	parton	cascades,	glasma	flux	tubes,	glasma	turbulence	fields,	the	momentum	kick	
model,	pQCD	modeling,	etc.	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	ridge	
The	ridge:	2-parCcle	long	range	correlaCon	elongated	in	η	and	collimated	in	azimuth	
In	AA	a*ributed	to	final	state	interacCons	described	by	hydro:	signal	of	equilibraCon	

	 	 	 	 	 	Two	lines	of	explanaCons:	 	 	 		
					IniCal	state	effect	
➜	CGC:	assuming	that	the	final	state	carry	the	imprint	of	iniCal-state	correlaCons	
					Medium	effect	
➜	Coupling	to	a	flowing	medium:	hydrodynamics	at	work	already	on	pPb@LHC	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	What	about	IC?	

Different	theoreCcal	models	of	the	ridge:	hydrodynamic	flows,	local	hot	spots,	iniCal-state	
fluctuaCons,	parton	cascades,	glasma	flux	tubes,	glasma	turbulence	fields,	the	momentum	kick	
model,	pQCD	modeling,	etc.	

Also	
observed	
in	high	
mult.	
p+Pb		
	&		
p+p		
@LHC	
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The	experimental	data	was	surprising:	
•	Similarity	of	experimental	data	in	pA	and	AA	collisions	

Hydro	works	well	in	AA	
	

Hydro	also	works	well	in	pA		
	

	Some	issues:	
•	Very	sensiCve	to	the	iniCal	state	
•	Applicability	of	hydrodynamics	is			
			quesConable	

Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Different	iniCal	states:	very	different	results	

MC-Glauber	
does	not	
constrain	
energy	density	
disCstribuCon	

IP-Glasma	
constrains	
energy	density	
deposiCon.	
However,	it	does	
not	describe	vn	
in	p+Pb	
	

d+Au	

Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Different	iniCal	states:	very	different	results	

d+Au	

Proton	substructure	can	ma*er	(effects	of	the	fluctuaCng	shape	of	the	proton)	

Early	stages:	CollecCvity	in	small	systems?	 	 	 	 	The	flow	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibraCon	or	non-equilibrium	evoluCon	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibraCon	or	non-equilibrium	evoluCon	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correlaCons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	iniCal	state	geometry	and	fluctuaCons	
into	correlaCons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							 	
	=>	natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correlaCons	in	e+e−	collisions?	
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Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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Preliminary	analysis	by	ZEUS	and	ALEPH	put	strong	limits	on	azimuthal	2-parCcle	
correlaCons	in	ep	at	HERA	and	e+e-	at	LEP	

ZEUS	at	
DIS2019	

1906.00489	



Early	stages:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibraCon	or	non-equilibrium	evoluCon	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correlaCons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	iniCal	state	geometry	and	fluctuaCons	
into	correlaCons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							 	
	=>	natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correlaCons	in	e+e−	collisions?	

What	about	a	non-hydro	iniCal-state	explanaCon?		
•  long	range	rapidity	correlaCons	from	iniCal	state	correlaCons	
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The	success	of	hydro	for	small	systems:	
•  Signal	of	equilibraCon	or	non-equilibrium	evoluCon	of	a	partonic	system	in	QCD?	
	
If	equilibrium	is	no	longer	a	requirement:	
	

•  this	naturally	explain	why	pp	data	on	azimuthal	correlaCons	appears	to	be	so	
similar	to	data	obtained	in	nucleus-nucleus	collisions	

•  hydrodynamics	will	generically	convert	iniCal	state	geometry	and	fluctuaCons	
into	correlaCons,	thus	making	large	and	small	systems	look	alike	

•  pushing	this	idea	even	further	would	imply	that	any	lump	of	sufficiently	high	
energy	density	could	expand	according	to	the	laws	of	hydrodynamics							 	
	=>	natural	consequence:	presence	of	azimuthal	correlaCons	in	e+e−	collisions?	

What	about	a	non-hydro	iniCal-state	explanaCon?		
•  long	range	rapidity	correlaCons	from	iniCal	state	correlaCons	
	

The	ideal	place	to	further	invesCgate	this:	
smaller	systems	ep	and	eA,	that	are	in	any	case	required	for	the	iniCal	condiCons	
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ep	&	eA	collisions	at	high	energy	offer	huge	possibiliCes:	
	
To	provide	informaCon	about	QCD	first	principles:	
	

•  Partonic	structure	
•  New	regimes	of	QCD	
•  3D	structure	of	hadrons	and	nuclei	
•  The	role	of	gluons	in	structure	and	dynamics		
•  Dynamics	of	QCD	radiaCon	and	hadronizaCon	
•  Confinement:	understand	the	emergence	of	hadrons	from	color	charge		
	
To	clarify	aspects	of	pp,	pA	and	AA	collisions	at	high	energy:	
	

•  IniCal	condiCons	for	macroscopic	descripCons	
•  Nature	of	collecCvity	
•  ThermalizaCon	
•  ExtracCon	of	parameters	of	the	medium	
•  DisCnguish	“genuine”	QGP	effects	
•  …	

Conclusions	
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Backup	
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Bulk	Observables:	p~<pt>,T	
~	99%	of	detected	par6cles	
MulCpliciCes	
Thermal	dileptons	&	direct	photons	
Asymmetries,	correlaCons,	fluctuaCons	
	

CollecCve	behavior	of	the	medium	
IniCal	condiCons:	T,	ε,	μ	
ThermalizaCon	and	hydrodynamics	
	

Hard	Probes:	p	>>	<pt>,T	
~	1%	of	detected	par6cles	
Fast	quarks	and	gluons	
Jet	quenching	
Quarkonia	dissociaCon	
	

Medium	tomography	&	diagnosis	
InterpretaCon	requires	“vacuum”	
(p+p)	and	“cold	nuclear”	(p+Pb)	
data	at	the	same	energy	

Goal	of	HIC	experiments:	Study	hot	and	dense	QCD	ma*er	
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•  At	small	x,	alternaCves	to	collinear	approaches	exist,	some	of	them	breaking	
collinear	factorisaCon	or	including	non-linear	dynamics	

•  Determining	the	dynamics	at	small	x	has	been	a	major	subject	at	HERA,	and	
RHIC	and	the	LHC	both	in	pp,	pA	and	AA	

•  Non-linear	resummaCon	techniques	(weak	coupling	but	nonperturbaCve	CGC)	
be*er	for	dilute-dense	systems:	pA,	eA	

•  One	would	expect	naively	that	suppression	effects	are	larger	when	going	from	
p	to	A	in	saturaCon	than	in	collinear	approaches	

•  Not	necessarily:	nuclear	unitarizaCon	effect	can	be	smaller	for	an	already	
unitarized	proton	input		

					=>	saturaCon	due	to	the	increase	of	density	when	going	from	p	to	A	could		
										be	smaller	for	an	already	saturated	proton	input	

ep	and	eA	essenCal	

SaturaCon:	what	we	can	learn	in	an	ep/eA	collider		
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Low	energy:		
hadronizaCon	in	ma*er	
•  (pre)hadronic	absorpCon	
•  formaCon	Cme	

High	energy:	
•  modificaCon	of	partonic	

evoluCon	

Relevant	for	parCcle	producCon	and	QGP	analysis	in	HIC:		
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	jets	plenCful	in	eA	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	benchmark	for	jet	quenching	studies	in	AA	

Partonic	evoluCon	and	hadronizaCon	

RaCo	of	fragmentaCon	funcCons	Pb/p	

partonic evolution and hadronization in matter
�benchmark for jet quenching studies in AA 

!

�low energy :: hadronization in-matter :: 
(pre-)hadronic absorption :: formation times 

!

�high energy :: modification of partonic evolution

Fixed-target LHeC

jets plentiful in eA ::  
much needed benchmarking for AA 
and pA
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Other	possible	studies:	quarkonium	producCon	

SpaCal	and	Momentum	Tomography	of	
Hadrons	and	Nuclei	
	
Gluon	TMDs	could	be	directly	probed	by	
looking	at	pT	distribuCons	and	azimuthal	
asymmetries	in	e	p	→	e	Q	Q	̄	X	
Boer,	Lansberg,	Pisano	
	
Gluon	GPDs	
Υ	producCon	at	an	EIC	to	determine	the	
gluon	density	transverse	spaCal	profiles	in	
a	wide	range	of	x	and	consequently	provide	
a	path	to	determine	the	gluonic	radius	of	
the	nucleon	and	the	contribuCon	of	the	
total	angular	momentum	of	gluons	to	the	
nucleon	spin	
Joosten	and	Meziani	
	

ProducCon	mechanism	and	polarizaCon:	
	

polarized	J/ψ	photoproducCon	can	be	
studied	more	precisely	and	up	to	much	
larger	values	of	pT		in	ep	@	LHeC	
⇒  test	NRQCD	factorizaCon	in										
						charmonium	physics	

	 	 	 	 	Butenschoen	Kniehl	
	
	Charmonium	WF	in	diffracCve	DIS	
within	the	dipole	formalism	
Cheng	et	al.		
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